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What do people remember aboutpictures?An experimentwasconductedto determine
whether people's memoriesof pictures include abstract representations of the pictures'
meanings and visual representations ofthe pictorial informatiOn. Subjects were asked to
study droodles which were either accompanied by a meaningful interpretation or not.
Memoryfor the pictureswas then tested usingfour differentretrievaltasks.Each task was
assumed to rely, in different specific ways, on the visual and semantic components of
memory.The resultsare consistentwith the notionthat subjectshave semantic and visual
representations ofpictures in memory, and are discussedin terms ofthe utility of lUzving
abstractpropositional and concreteanalogue representations in memory.

What do people remember when they remember paintings, pictures, and other complex
forms ofvisual information? Whyis it thateveryone seems to remember what the painting of
theLastSupperlooks like,but,otherthanartists,
art historians and art students, mostpeople find
it hard to distinguish oneJackson Pollock or one
Mondrian painting from another? Thedifference
between paintings like the Last Supper, on the
one hand, and non-representational art, on the
other,seems tobe thatpeopleareableto capture
the meaning of the former but not of the latter.
Thisobservation has prompted psychologists to
propose thatpeople do notremember pictures as
exact visual objects. Instead, people remember
some abstract representation that captures the
meaning of thepicture (Pylyshyn, 1973).
Several studies have found support for the
position that people remember abstract representations of visual information. Wiseman and
Neisser (1974), for example, showed their subjects a picture which appeared to be a random
collection ofdotsandstains. Thesubjects didnot
seeanymeaning in thepictures andthey showed
very poor memories for these. However, when
thesubjects weretoldto detect thehidden figure
in the pictures, they showed much better memory forthepicture. Similarly, Bower, Karlin, and
Dueck (1975) showed theirsubjects setsof droo-
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dlesor linedrawings thatseemto haveno meaning. Some subjects were given verbal labels
which were meaningful interpretations of the
droodles, whiletherestwerenot.In a subsequent
recall test,subjects whoweregivenverbal labels
showed much betterrecall than thosewho were
notgiventhelabels.
Evidence for the abstractrepresentation argument include findings which show that subjects extract features of a picture that are
important to its meaning, but not those details
that are trivial and irrelevant. Mandler and
Ritchey (1977), for example, had their subjects
study pictures of scenes. One was a scene of a
geography class, with a teacher, a student, a
globe, a world map,and other classroom furniture. After viewing a set of these scenes, the
subjects were tested for their memory for the
pictures using a recognition task. The recognition task involved the studied scenes and two
types of distractors. The token distractors were
identical to the studied scene except for one
minor detail. For example, the pattern of the
teacher'sskirtin the geography class scene was
different. The type change distractors, on the
other hand, were identical to the studied scene
except for one important detail that changes the
meaning of the scene; for example, the world
map was changed to an art drawing which
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changes the subject of the class. Subjects were
able to reject the token distractors only 60% of
the time (which is just about chance levels) but
were able to reject the type change distractors
94% of the time. The results are consistentwith
the argumentthat subjectsremember allabstract
representation of the pictures that extracts the
physical elements of the picture related to the
picture's meaning.
There is someevidence, however, that people seem to processimagesor representations of
visual information in the same way perceptual
information is processed. For example,in visual
scanning experiments (Finke, 1980; Kosslyn,
Ball & Reiser, 1978; Kosslyn & Pomerantz,
1977; Reed,Hock & Lockhead, 1983),the time
it takesa subjectto scan betweentwo objects in
an image was found to be a function of their
distancefrom each other in the actualpicture.If
information about the location and distance between objects is represented only in propositional form, then scanning time between two
objects should not be dependent on veridical
distance. Furthermore, mental rotation experiments (e.g., Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Shepard
& Metzler, 1971;Tarr & Pinker, 1989)indicate
that whengivenpicturesof patternsor objectsin
differentorientations, subjects seem to manipulate imagesof theseobjectsin orderto recognize
them.For example,the time it takes a subject to
determinewhethera pattern was a normalletter
or its mirror image depends on how much the
pattern was rotated from its upright position
(Cooper &"Shepard, 1973). These results could
be better explained on the basis of visual repre-

sentations in memory than on the basis of at>.
stract representations.
Kosslyn & Pomerantz (1977) argued thar
people do have visual representations of visual
information, but they are also interpreted and
analyzed in a mannerthat characterizes abstract
representations. This experiment attempts to
show that memory for pictures has two componentsthatcorrespond to the analoguevisualrepresentation and the abstract semantic
representations of the visual information. The
experimental procedures are based on Bower,
Karlin, and Dueck's (1975) experiment with
droodles.
Subjects were asked to study pairs of droodies like those shown in Figure 1. Half of the
subjects were given verballabels of the droodle
pair,andtheotherhalf werenot Theassumption
was that subjects who were given verbal labels
wouldrepresent boththe visualand the semantic
components of the picture. The other subjects
wouldonly have the visual representations.
The subjects' memories for these droodles
were then tested using one of four different
memory retrieval tasks: free recall, cued recall,
correctcue recognition, and wrongcue recognition. In particular, the different tasks tested the
subjects' memory for thepicture011\ therightside
of each Pair presented in the study set. For the
free recall task, the subjects were required to
recall as many droodles on the right side of the
pairs by drawing thesein a blanksheet of paper.
In the cued-recall task, the subjects were given
the left droodleof the pair and they were asked
to recall the corresponding droodle on the right
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cues to guide performance. Therefore, the subjects have to relyon stored concepts to facilitate
remembering. Factors that have been identified
as effective in aidingfree recall usually involve
generative or elaborative processing, and can
therefore be viewed as facilitating conceptually
driven processing. ,
'.
Recognition tasks, on the other hand, are
said to be more a combination of conceptually
driven processing and data-driven processing
(Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Johnston, Dark & Jacoby, 1985; Mandler, 1980)."10 standardrecognition tasks,aside from using stored concepts,
-subjects also have to rely on the perceptual record of the stimuli. To correctly recognize a
previously experienced stimulus, subjects rely
both on some semantic representation of the
stimulus as well as on. 'matching the surface
features of the original stimulus. with the items
in the recognition set." Furthermore, factors that
have shown toaffect recognition are all related
to qualitiesof theperceptual record of the infor-

side. Examples of these items are shown in Figure 2a. The recognition tasks consisted of 40
droodle pairs and the subjects were required to
encircle those pairs in which the droodleon the
right side appeared in the study set. In the right
cue recognition, 20 of the40 droodle pairs were
exactly thosewhich werepresented in thestudy
set,and20 werecompletely newpairs. Examples
of these items arc shown' in Figure 2b. For the
wrong-cue recognition thepairs,the target droodIes on the right side were presented with left
droodles other than that used in the study set,
hence the term"wrongcue." Examples of.these
items are shown in'FigureZc..
The different retrieval tasks involve different -rnodes of processing. 'Dyne, Humphreys,
Bain, and Pike (I 990), for example.argue 'that
recall and recognition are fundamentally.different tasks in 'the sense that recognition aIlows
direct access to memory, whereas recall does
not. In particular.raccording to Jacoby (I983),
free-recall tasks areconceptually driven retrieval
tasks. In free recall .task.s, subjects are given no
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nation (e.g., persistence of the stimuli, surface
similarity/dissimilarity, etc.),
The other tworetrievaltasksdifferfromfree
recall and standard recognition in specified
ways,as well. Cued recal! tasks, like free recall,
are also conceptually driven tasks.However, the
cue could serve to facilitate or interferewith the
conceptualprocessingdepending on whetherthe
cue is conceptually associated with the target
information. The wrong cue recognition tasks,
like standard recognition,are also both conceptually driven and data driven. However, the inappropriate cue should interfere with efficient
retrieval of the semanticand visual information.
The rationale for varying the memory retrieval tasks is that for each retrieval task, subjects would have to rely on the visual and
semantic components of their memory for pictures in different ways. We can, therefore, make
very specific predictions about how subjects
would perform in each of the retrieval tasks
depending on the I"nmll of information that was
presented when m~ drcodles were first studied.
Generally, for example, recognition should be
better than recall because subjectshave both the
visual and semantic components of their memory to use in recognition and only the semantic
componentin recall.Also,performance inall the
retrieval tasks should be better when the droodies are presented with verbal labels than when
they are not. The verbal label strengthens the
semanticcomponentof thememory forthedroodies that shouldfacilitate theconceptually driven
processes in all the tasks.
If the droodles were presented withoutverbal labels, performance in free recall should be
better than in cued recall, becausethe cue is not
meaningfully associatedto the target.Therefore,
it will interferewith the retrieval process instead
of facilitating it. However, if the droodles are
presentedwithlabels,thecues becomemeaningfully associated to the targets and should facilitate the conceptual processing. Therefore,
performancein cued recall should be better than
in free recall. A corollary of these two predictions is that the benefit of having verbal labels
should be greater in the cued recall tasks than in
the free recall tasks, because the cue becomes a
usefulconceptualcue to retrieval in cued recall.

Performancein the correct cue recognition
task should also be better than in the wrong cue
recognition task, because the inappropriate cue
in the latter would interfere with the conceptually driven and data-driven processing, :{aving
verbal labelsassociatedwith the croootcs, r.owever, could offset the effects of toe wrong cue.
This effect would imply that the benefit of having verballabelsshould be greater for the wrong
cue recognition than for the correctcue recognition.
To summarize, this experiment was designed to test whether people's memories fOJ
droodlescontain both a visual represcntat.on o~
the visualinformation as wellas semanticrepro..
sentation of the meaning of the visual inlorma..
tion. The visual and semantic components of
memory for pictures are tested by using four
different memory retrieval tasks that tap, in dif.·
ferent specified ways, these two components.
The following hypotheses were tested:
(1) Memoryfor the droodles should be bel..

ter if theyare studied with verbal labels;
(2) Performance in recognition tasks should
be better than in recall tasks;
(3) Performance in free recall shouldbe better than in cued recall when the droodles
are studied without verbal labels. The
reverseshouldbe true when thedroodles
are studiedwith verballabels.The benefit of verbal labels should be greater for
the cued recall task; and
(4) Performance in correct cue recognition
should be better than in wrong cue recognition. The benefit of veroal labels
should be greater for the wrongcue rec..
ognition task.
MlE1rHlOD

Subjects
Subjects were 80 Introductory Psychology
students from the Universityof the Philippines,
Diliman, who participated in the experiment as
part of a class requirement, They wererandomly
assigned to the label condition (N~O) or to the
no label condition(N=40). The subjects in each
group were further randomly assigned to one of
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They were told that they would be presented
pairs of pictures for 10 secondseach and they'
were supposed to study these pairs. For the subMaterials
jects in the label.condition, .the subjects were
Twenty pairs of nonsensical pictures or " 'verbally given a meaningful interpretation fOr
"droodles" were presented to the subjectson 5 x . each droodlein the pair with the presentation of
8' inch cards. Droodles are drawings that seem
each pair. For the subject in the no label conditionno interpretations accompanied thepictures.
meaningless but tum out to havefunny interpretations. The droodles in each pair are related in
Afterthe 20pairsin thestudysetwerepresented,
the subjects were given the distractor task. The
simple ways, as specified by their labels. Figure
subjectsweregiven twominutes to completethe
1 shows some examples of droodle pairs with
distractortask.:
their corresponding labels.
Immediately after the distraetor task, they
The differentretrieval tasks were presented
were tested for their memory for the study set.
in individual sheets of paper.For the free recall
Subjectswhoweregiventhe free recalltaskwere
task, the test sheets contained 20 blank boxes.
instructed to draw the gist of as many of the
For the cuedrecalltask,the testsheetscontained
picturesthey rememberto haveappearedon the
20 pairs of boxes, the left sides of which conright side of the pictures they saw in the study
sisted of the 20 droodles shown on the left side
set. They were told to draw their answerson the
in thestudy set. On theright side, theboxeswere
blank boxes in the sheet they were given. They
blank (see Figure 2a for. examples). For the corwere given seven minutes to completethe task.
rectcue recognition task,thetestsheetcontained
Subjects who were given the cued recall task
40 droodlepairs, the 20 pairs shownin the study
were asked to do the same task as in the free
set and 20 new pairs (see Figure 2b for examrecall task. However, the subjectswere told tha~
ples). The old and new pairs werearrangedrantheir test sheet includedthe drawings on the left
domly in the test sheet. For the wrong cue
recognition task, the test sheet also consistedof
side of the pairs. They should draw the correct
40 droodIe pairs. These pairs were divided as
picture that was earlierpresentedwiththe drawfollows: (I) forIf) pairs, the right droodle aping on the left side. They were also given seven
minutes to complete the task. Subjects in the
pearedin the study,but the left sidewas a totally
correct cue recognition and wrongcue recogninew droodle; (2) for 10 pairs, the right droodIe
tiontasksweretoldthattheirtestsheetcontained
appeared in the studysetand the leftdroodlewas
drawingpairs with old and new drawings. Their
also in the study set, but not the corresponding
taskwas to chooseandplacea checkmark before
left droodle; (3) for 10 pairs, the right droodle
eachpairin whichtherightsidepictureappeared
was a new droodle and the left droodle was one
in the study set. They were given three minutes
that appeared in the study set paired with a
different droodle; and (4) for 10 pairs, both the
to complete the task. The answer sheets were
collected after the times elapsed. The subjects
right and left side pictureswerenew (see Figure
weredebriefedaboutthenatureand thehypothe2c forexamples). The 20 pairs in sets (1) and (2)
ses of the experiment.
were the correct targetitems,and the rest in sets
(3)and (4) weretheincorrect targets. The.correct
RESULTS
and incorrecttargetswerearranged randomlyin
For the recalltasks,a drawingwascodedas
the test sheet.
a correctrecall if the drawingresembled and/or
A one page multiple choice test with ten
captured the gist of the originaltargetdroodles.
triviaquestions wasalsousedas a distractortask.
The number of correctly recalled or recognized
drawings was counted for each subject (perfect
Procedure
. The subjects participated in the experiment
score = 20). For each condition, the mean numin groups of five. They were informed that the
berof correctanswers wascomputed. Themeans
experiment was about memory for pictures.
are summarized in Table 1.
the four retrievaltasks (for each labellingcondition, N=lO for each task).
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Table 1. Mean proportion of correct answers (and standard error)
as a function of labelling and retrieval task

No label

Label

Free recall

8.0 (1.9)

11.8 (1.8)

Cued recall

6.6 (2.3)

16.4 (2.1)

Correct cue recognition

19.1 (1.0)

19.5 (0.9)

Wrong cue recognition

13.3 (2.0)

17.1 (2.7)

These data were analyzed using a 2 x 4
(labellingx retrieval task) Analysisof Variance
for completely randomized factorial designs.
Ccnsistent with the predictions, the analysis
snowed a main effect of labelling (F,I,n =
105.08, MSe = 3.73, p<.OOOI). Subjects given
verbal labels with the droodles showed better
memory than those who were not, This result
r~E'~£c£~es Bower, Karlin, and Dueck's (1975)
fimRf:r..gs. Also as predicted, there was a main
efiT@~~ c:: retrieval task (F,3,n = 93.91,
M:Ec;; :3.73, p<.OCOJ.), and the pattern of results
SilJB3~3~ ~a:' subjects showed better memory in
~~:~; :®-~nt:i.~in:r. tasxs :hrn i~ <':le recall tasxs,
'.'=:§:.~

wts lisa a reliable interaction beswce;
20048, MSe

~.~~~.~.~E"g and retrieval task (F,3,n

•
r

•

•

=

,.., 3.73,p<.CDOi), whichsuggeststhatthe effects
of :~J~:!;.1g varied across ttc retrieval tasks,
""~o test directly tile specific experimental
:?rooic:::~ms, the means were further analyzed
usi.~B ':~c C:cc;ler..~ approximation (Cicchetti,
197'/.) of theTukey multiple-range testformeans
~~~c. on the interaction of at least two variables
(fF..J-r.Hywise ex. z.: .05). When the subjects were
no: g.:ven verbal labels with the droodles, bow
:'Yic;s o~ recognition were better than both types
cf ::cccl:' (19.1 & 13.3 vs. 8.0 & 6.6). when the
subjects were given labels, correct cue recognition was better than both typesof recall(19.5vs.
E.g & !. 6.4), and wrong cue recognition was
betii)-;' than free recall (17.1 vs. 11.8). Overall,
these results support the prediction thatrecognition will be better than recall.
It was predictedthat whensubjectswerenot
given labels, free recall would be ocucr than
cued recall. The means show the predicted pattern (8.0 vs. 6.6), but the differenceis not statis-

tically reliable. However, <is predicted, wk:c.'
subjects weregivenlabels, cuccrccaf \V<:S~'-';:.l '
than free recall (16.4 vs. lI.g). Fur-the!' more, l::C
benefit brought about by having vurbaJ ;{i~'::·i
was considerably greater for the cued lc<.~,,";i :"""
(increase of9.8 pointswhich is z 19B% 11'::::::", ~
ment) thanfor the free recall task (increase o~ ';.':
points which is a 48% improvemcn.).
Also as predicted, correct cue "'XOgTli;:''.
was better than wrongcue recognition w'icn ":,'
subjects were not given labels (19.1 VS. :::.3.
Whcr. the subjects were given lace's, :::.:.~ '."!' ,
still an advantage of correct cue ~CWt.::·~·:"
(19.5 V3. 17.1), Jut :his difference w!.:~; :(1(:: ,:',
tistically reliable. This non-reliable ~ :',>..:. I ",
however, might be due to a ceiling dfc::t!ut .:.~~
correct cue recognition. Also us P'~:;:;CQ, ,,;'
benefit of having labels is much grca« r tor ...'1,:
wrong cue recognition (increase of 3.8 whic'i is
a 29% improvement) than for the COlTrA:~ ;;:.1-':
recognition, where there was no d)SC1V\.:t) :';,
provement. Again, the absence of a .vec:linl;
effect in the correct cue retrieval U):,lt ,;Ct;]c1 h,'
due to 8 ceiling effect. Ceiling effects ,luL\\::c·
standing,the resultsarc consistentwith the vic..
that retrieval tasks tapboth the semantic .,1'':'
visual components of memory rcp:(;t,tJlt.::t:m';.;
for pictures.
IDTI§C:J~§mN

The experiment was designed '.0 find out :J
pCDjlle's memories for pictures include an d'"
street representation of the meaning of the pic,
zurcs as well as a visual representation of the
picture itself. The subjects perform.incc in (ii."Icrcnt retrieval taskssupport the notion ;.llat ~;;~o··
pic representboth the visual information ;.:JIll :hl~
meaning of this information,
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Theresultsshowthat,amongallconditions,
performance was worst in the free recall and
cued recall tasks when the subjects were not
given verbal labels with the droodles. In these
. recalltasksthesubjects hadto relymainly on the
semantic component of their memory representations to facilitate memory retrieval. The
droodles, however, were not given meaningful
interpretations in theseconditions, therefore, the
semantic component was weak. They may have
visual representations, but these were not particularly useful forrecalltaskswhich areprimarily conceptually drivenprocesses.
However, performance in both recall tasks
improved substantially when the droodles were
presented with meaningful interpretations.
These meaningful interpretations strengthened
the semantic component of the memory representations, and therefore, facilitated retrieval in
the conceptually driven recall tasks. Having a
cue that was conceptually related to the target
picturein thecued recall tasks further enhanced
memory retrieval. With the cue, subjects no
longer had to rely solely on stored concepts to
facilitate memory. Thecueallowed betteraccess
to the semantic component of the memory representations. Hence, thestronger labelling effect
for the cued recall task than for the free recall
task.
Performance wasmarkedly betterin therecognition tasks. This result is consistent with the
view that in the recognition tasks, subjects are
relying on both the semantic and visual components of their memory for pictures. When the
droodles were not presented with meaningful
interpretations, performance in the recognition
tasks was reliably betterthan in thecorrespondingrecall tasks. Whilesubjects hadtodepend on
a weak semantic component of their memories'
in therecall tasks, they reliedontheweaksemantic component and the visual component of their
memories in the recognition tasks. The weaker
performance in the wrong cue recognition task,
compared to the correct cue recognition task,
suggests that the visual component of subjects'
memories might haveconsisted of a visual representation of the pair of droodles and not of
individual representations of thedroodles in the
pair. This idea is consistent with the view that
24

the visual representations are analogues of the
original Visual information insteadof being abstractedor organized in a meaningful way.
Since the subjects were already effectively
using the visual components of their memories
in therecognition tasks, givingmeaningful interpretations with the droodles and strengthening
the semantic component did not lead to as dramatic labelling effects as it did with the recall
tasks..In fact. for the correct cued recognition
task, there was no such labelling effect For the
wrong cued recognition task, the additional semantic component helped thesubjects overcome
the interference broughtabout by the incorrect
visualcues.
Knowing thatpeople's memory for pictures
has semantic and visual components has some
clear practical implications. For example, this
knowledge shouldguidestudystrategies usedby
students of geography, anatomy, biology, and
the visualarts. More importantly, however, this
knowledge reveals to us important insights into
the workings of the human mind. Looming behind the issue of visual and semantic representations of visual information is the larger
issue of whether representations in general are
concrete analogue representations or abstract
propositional representations.
.
There are those who have advocated for
both verbal/propositional and visual representations, but, at the same time, proposed the
primacy of the more concrete forms of representations (see e.g., Paivio, 1971). Others have
argued that abstract propositional representations are more enduring and are therefore
more important in term\s of people's long t~1in
knowledge (seee.g.,Anderson, 1983; Pylyshyn,
1973). The results of this experiment suggest
that both forms of representations can be used
effectively for different types of activities. The
results show the superiority of recognition performance in conditions in which the subjects
werenotgivenlabels. In thesetasks, thesubjects .
onlyhadthevisual representation torelyon their
memory because the visual information was essentially meaningless to them. Nevertheless,
subjects' memory for the pictures was very
good. These results show that people can rely
almost solely on visual representations when
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given tasks that involve matching surface propertiesof the information, Trivial as it mayseem,
the task of matching surface properties of a
stimulus to stored representations is found in
several of human being's important activities:
whena surgeon decides thatthe particular organ
her scalpel is about to exciseis the correctbody
part hertextbook toldher to cut; when witnesses
pick the face, features, and built of the suspect
fOJ a crime in a police line-up; when an infant
begins to learn that the particular configuration
of features is hermother'sface; whenthehuntergatherers had to knowwhich shapes, colors,and
sizesofplants areedibleor which shapes, colors,
and sizes of animals are intent on devouring
them, and so on.
On theotherhand, the resultsalso showthe
strongeffectof having meaningful verballabcls
to accompany the visual information. These labelsstrengthen thesemantic representations, and
its effects are most marked in the recall tasks
which rely mainly on stored concepts. The results demonstrate the importance of semantic
representations of visual information in tasks
thatinvolve generating or accessing information

from stored representations. These tasks arc
alsofound inseveral of human being'simportant
activities: when a student answer's an essay
question in an exam;whena politician givesan
extemporaneous speech on her proposals; when
an authoror a painterrenders a particular event
or landscape; and our pre-literate ancestors told
their next generation about their lore, history,
knowledge, and traditions; and so on.
Visual and semantic representations of visual information, or the concrete analogue and
abstract propositional representation of information in general, have important functions in human performance. One form of representation
may provesuperior toanother in someactivities,
but in otheractivities the reverse may he true. I~
seems useless, therefore, to claim thatone form
of representation has primacy over the other.
Whatseems tobe important is thatbothforms of
representations, usedtogether or independently,
allow human beings to function effectively 'in am
environment that calls on them to rely on ~.hei:
knowledge of a largerangeof information at any
given time.
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